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Abstract. In this paper we present the organisation and the first results of a research 
aiming to develop a neural networks-based technology for the automatic decoding in the 
Latin script of old Romanian documents written in Cyrillic. We start with a brief look 
into the history of writing in Romania, then we present the organisation of a data 
repository, which includes scans of the original documents, annotations, transcriptions, 
partly done manual, partly - automatic, on which the technology is trained and evaluated. 
A specially designed web interface helps to acquire expert annotations on the original 
images of pages. We propose a number of solutions to face the never fulfilled hunger for 
data needed in the training process of the neural networks. The modules are trained to 
spot lines and characters, to recognise characters and to segment their strings into words. 
All data and tools will be hosted by a platform with free access for researchers. 
Lemmatization of the old language should necessarily follow in a technology dedicated 
to recover the Romanian language in its diachronicity, so a number of suggestions are 
made. The first application focuses on proving in what way two historical acts of union 
in the history of Romania have influenced the shape of our language as it is now.   

Keywords: Cyrillic and Latin script, old Romanian language, deep learning, object 
identification and recognition, OCR, linguistic resources. 

1 Introduction 
 
The Cyrillic script is a writing system used for various languages across Eastern 
Europe, Caucasus, Central and Northern Asia, used as the national script in various 
Slavic, Turkic, Mongolic and Iranic-speaking countries. The designers and first 
distributors of this script were the Byzantine theologians and missionary brothers Cyril 
(826–869) and Methodius (815–885), known also as "Apostles to the Slavs" for their 
work of evangelizing the Slavs. They are credited as inventors of both the Glagolitic 
and the Cyrillic alphabets [22], first alphabets used to transcribe Old Church Slavonic. 
This was the language understandable by the general Slavic population at their time 
and in which the two brothers decided to translate liturgical books. After the Slavic 
migrations, Slavonic also became the liturgical language of the Eastern Orthodox 
Church in present-day Romania, under the influence of the South Slavic feudal states. 
But apart from Slavic countries, Old Church Slavonic has been used as an 
administrative language (until the 16th century) and a liturgical language by the 



 

Romanian Orthodox Church (until the 17th century). Although the language was not 
understood by most Romanians, it was known by bishops, monks, some of the priests, 
the clerks, the merchants, the boyars and the Prince, enough for being a literary and an 
official language of the princedoms of Wallachia and Moldavia, before gradually being 
replaced by the Romanian language during the 16th to 17th centuries. However, a 
unique Cyrillic alphabet has circulated as the principal writing system on the territory 
of historical Romania, with slight variations individualized by differences in graphemes 
or their phonetic values. This situation changed in 1828, when the writer, philosopher 
and linguist Ion Heliade Rădulescu turned the Romanian Cyrillic alphabet entirely into 
a phonological system [7]. The formal adoption of the Latin alphabet augmented with 
specific diacritics (accents and commas), replacing the Cyrillic, was imposed in 1862 
by Alexandru Ioan Cuza, at the time - prince of Moldavia, after a transition period that 
lasted several decades. Then, at the beginning of the Second World War, once the 
Eastern part of Moldavia was incorporated in the Soviet Union, in the new Soviet 
Republic of Moldavia the Romanian language was imposed by the Soviet 
administration to be written in the Russian Cyrillic, as used all over the Soviet territory. 
This situation changed in 1991, immediately after the new Republic of Moldova gained 
independence.  

Bianu et al. [1] reported an inventory of 1968 works (Slavonic, Romanian – 
the most numerous, and mixed) produced in the interval 1508-1830, written in Cyrillic. 
Cândea [2] makes an inventory of documents held in foreign libraries, most of them 
receiving an extremely limited exposure, because, apart from a small number of 
specialists working on paleolinguistics, which can access rare texts in libraries, they are 
not open to the large public. Present days editing houses are interested in printing and 
offering to the market only books authored in modern times, extremely few older than 
the middle of the XIXth century. Rare texts are printed as philological editions, in 
exquisite printing conditions, usually including pictures that reproduce fragments of the 
originals (one example is [6]), mainly because of the lack of a technology able to 
interpret them in Latin Romanian. Therefore, it is very important to find a way to 
recover the old and rare Romanian texts not only in image format, but also in editable 
forms.  

The final purpose of the research endeavour described in this paper is to build 
a technology able to automatically transcribe Romanian documents written in the 
Cyrillic script into their Latin equivalents, to be placed at the basis of future linguistic 
and semantic studies on Romanian. For that reason, we have no intention to transform 
the old language into its modern form. The linguistic research, the preservation of 
cultural assets, the need to keep vivid the “sound” of the language, impose that the 
ancient language peculiarities, which make it look different from the Romanian of our 
days with respect to morphology, syntax and semantics, should be left untouched. Only 
this way will we be able to reveal linguistic and historical influences, the same as facts 
of life.  

A technology as the one proposed in this paper has never been done before. 
The main difficulties in interpreting Cyrillic Romanian writings are related to: a). noisy 
images, resulted from scans of pages of old documents, in many cases deformed or 
presenting dirty or damaged zones (ink and other stains); b). text diversity, 
combinations of text and figures, inequity of fonts, uncial writing and handwriting 
executed by different copyists, copy or print errors, marginal notes, interlinear writing, 



 

decorations; c).  the use (according to a well-respected tradition) of multiple values for 
some Cyrillic glyphs; d). lack of syntax rules and diachronic changes that naturally 
occurred in the evolution of the Romanian language (phonetic, morphological, lexical, 
syntactic). Moreover, the final technology and the collection of training data will be 
deposited onto a platform that can be freely accessed by expert users for research and 
education purposes, or to produce annotated, interpretative and critical variants of 
original texts [10]. 

This paper presents, in a rather mildly specialised scientific language, 
important steps towards the accomplishment of this goal. They unfold the research of 
a bunch of PhD thesis, over a rather long period, and we summarise here the first 
attempts towards the accomplishment of this goal. As such, when referring to our work, 
we will use the past tense for activities already accomplished and the future tense for 
work that is only envisioned now.  

The research focuses on the automatic deciphering of Cyrillic Romanian texts 
ranging from the beginning of the 16th century till the half of the 19th century, ascribed 
to two genres (profane and sacred) and using three basic types of writing: printed, 
uncial handwriting (therefore imitating printed majuscules) and cursive manuscripts 
(with ligatures). 

2 The Data  

2.1 Hierarchisation of the Resources 

In this activity1, a collection of scanned resources, in printed, uncial and manuscript 
documents, from now on called the Romanian Old Cyrillic Corpus (ROCC), will be 
organised and documented. The collection should cover all historical periods and 
various conditions of quality (noise level, uneven characters, etc.). The documents of 
this collection will be organised in 3 levels of difficulty, 3 writing types and 3 levels of 
annotation. We will use a Roman figure and two letters to designate different 
processing difficulties, different types of writing and the level of annotation associated 
to the documents of this corpus, as follows: ROCC-dwa: where:  

• d is the difficulty level: I = easy to process documents, relatively clean pages, 
aligned lines, regular fonts; II = medium processing difficulty, existence of 
stains, some font disorders, lines not perfectly aligned, some interline writing; 
and III = difficult to process documents, dirty pages, very uneven fonts, lines 
with curvatures and strong misalignments, frequent interline and marginal 
writing;  

• w is the writing type: p = print, u = uncial, m = manuscript with ligatures;  
• and a is the annotation level (o = un-annotated original; g = annotated by 

human experts, i.e. a gold file, with images manually aligned with 
transcriptions; t = automatically aligned and interpreted, i.e. a test file).  
As such, for instance: ROCC-Ipg signifies a clean and relatively regular fonts 

sub-corpus of manually annotated prints, ROCC-IIIut signifies a sub-corpus of dirty 

 
1 Adapted from the DeLORo (Deep Learning for Old Romanian) project proposal.  



 

pages written in uneven uncials or containing characters on the margins, automatically 
annotated by the technology, a.s.o.  

We started already to acquire the originals to be included in this corpus, but 
the process will continue for a long time from now on, until the technology will reach 
a satisfactory level of realisation. The corpus will include original page images in 
Cyrillic, annotations of segmentation added manually (from columns, down to lines, 
words and/or characters) and of content (referring to the interpretative transcriptions of 
the originals in Latin Romanian), and the corresponding equivalents obtained by the 
automatic processes. Manual annotation refers to two components: visual segments (in 
the following called objects), i.e.: columns, lines, interlinear or marginal writing, 
words, characters, and their Latin transcriptions. 

2.2 Building the Gold Components  

There is a large consensus that the visual recognition of objects is positively influenced 
by an a priori knowledge of a complete set: it’s always easier to recognise something 
which has been seen at least once before - the déjà vu precept. If we want to apply this 
precept to our goal, we would need two types of resources: A) a language model 
containing as many as possible word forms from those ever written in Romanian in the 
Cyrillic script, and B) a large collection of identified and decoded graphemes.  

The acquisition of a resource of type A is very difficult for more reasons: over 
time, the language evolved; in many periods there have been no norms of language use, 
such that there is a large diversity of written forms of the words over the territory and 
time, many writers and copyists actually inventing word forms which approximate their 
pronunciation; there is no paradigmatic model for old Romanian, which would have 
allowed an automatic generation of the old Romanian lexicon; proper nouns, in the past 
as in our days, are impossible to inventorize exhaustively. As such, an approach which 
would put at the base of the process of recognition of written documents the knowledge 
of a vocabulary should be drastically adapted. In reality, we are faced with an extremely 
scarce resource acting as a vocabulary and it would be good if methods to automatically 
augment it could be applied.  

The type B resource is the union of all ROCC-dwg sub-corpora, with d ∊	{I, 
II, III} and w ∊	{p, u, m}, used for training the technology on different qualities of 
documents and type of writing. The resources should help to train the processes of 
spotting and classification, which identify and label the visual objects occurring on a 
scanned page. The labels should be in the range: column, line-in-column, word-in-line, 
word-on-margin, letter-in-word, letter-on-margin, accent-above-letter, etc., as well as 
the letters of the Latin alphabet augmented with letters carrying specific Romanian 
diacritics. Objects are framed onto surrounding delimiting shapes having the form of 
rectangles2 (in cases of crowded zones, rectangles may partially intersect), each 
characterised by 4 coordinates: <x1, y1> – coordinates of the top left corner and <x2, 
y2> – of the bottom right corner. Usually these objects should be paired with 
positioning parameters with respect to other hierarchically superior objects and/or 
similar objects in their vicinity. The hierarchy of objects and their relative position one 

 
2 The annotation front-end, presented in the next section, does not include yet facilities 
for marking curved lines. 



 

to another should mirror the scanned page structure. Figure 1 evidences a number of 
objects on a fragment of a page and Table 1 displays the intended categories and 
parameterisation.  

Fig. 1: A hierarchy of objects annotated on a scanned page containing uncial writing 
 

Table 1: Examples of a hierarchy of objects and their parameters 

Type of object Parameters 

column <unique Id; U = unique, L = left, R = right> 

line-in-column <unique Id; Id of column ➔ the column this line belongs to; Id 
of line-in-column ➔ the line above this one (NULL – if the line 
is the first in its column)> 

word-in-line <unique Id; Id of line-in-column ➔ the line this word belongs to; 
Id of word-in-line ➔ the word to the left of this one (NULL – if 
the word is the first in its line)> 

word-on-margin <unique Id; L = left, M = middle, R = right;  

Id of line-in-column ➔ most near-to-this-word line> 

letter-in-word <unique Id; Id of word-in-line or word-on-margin ➔ the word 
this letter belongs to; Id of letter-in-word ➔ the letter to the left 
of this one (NULL – if the word is the first in its word)> 

letter-on-margin <unique Id; L = left, M = middle, R = right;  

Id of line-in-column ➔ most near-to-this-letter line> 

letter-above-word <unique Id; Id of word-in-line or word-on-margin ➔ the word 
below this letter most near to it; Id of letter-in-word ➔ most near 
letter below it and to the left> 



 

letter-below-word <unique Id; Id of word-in-line or word-on-margin ➔ the word 
above this letter most near to it; Id of letter-in-word ➔ most near 
letter above it and to the left> 

magnified-letter <unique Id; Id of line-in-column ➔ the closest line to the right 
of this letter, usually on its upper-right position> 

accent-above-letter <unique Id; Id of letter-in-word or letter-on-margin ➔ most near 
letter the accent is placed on> 

 
Similar XML conventions characterise the gold files, exported at the end of the manual 
annotation sessions, same as the output of the processing modules. As such, the 
evaluation of any of the components of the technology that we build will result by 
comparing two similar versions of XML files (for instance one file belonging to ROCC-
IIut against the corresponding file belonging to ROCC-IIug).  

The annotation activity is currently carried out by specialised linguists, by 
PhD and master students in Linguistics, and refers to putting in evidence objects on the 
scans of original pages and transcribing their Latin script equivalents in context. The 
acquisition of gold objects and the deciphering of their content is performed during 
annotation sessions with the interface described in the next section. 

2.3 An Image Annotation Tool 

The OOCIAT (Online Old Cyrillic Image Annotation Tool) [17] is a front-end 
accessible through permissions granted based on recommendations (Fig. 2).  

Fig. 2: The annotation front-end  



 

The user can adjust the size of the image fetched (randomly) from the server, then 
annotate objects adjusting rectangles surrounding them, after their type has been 
indicated: a line, a character, a group of characters, a digit or a marginal text. Each 
marked object should be paired with its transcribed content. When the editing session 
for a page is finalised, the marked objects and their values are saved as XML markings. 

2.4 Dealing with the Scarcity of Training Data 

It is well known that neural networks (NN) methods need large quantities of training 
data. When applied to optical character recognition (OCR), NN should consume pairs 
of graphical Cyrillic Romanian signs and their corresponding Latin Romanian 
transcriptions. Acquisition of this data is very difficult to achieve, because it needs 
highly trained experts to transcribe old documents, their work necessitates 
concentration and is very time consuming. Our sources of necessary training data, apart 
from annotations voluntarily performed with the OOCIAT interface by master and PhD 
students, include also PhD thesis on Paleolinguistics, parts of Monumenta Linguae 
Dacoromanorum (MLD) [16], a Romanian Academy work of large contribution, and 
the UAIC-RoDia Treebank [14], a collection of syntactic trees of sentences of old 
Romanian. For the time being we are far from reaching the volume of data needed. To 
still make steps forward, character type objects are not recognised in their original 
sequence, but here and there, i.e. in an order which follows the confidence of 
recognising individual glyphs, those reaching greater recognition scores first.  Figure 3 
shows a sample of a line in which only some characters are identified.   

 
Fig. 3: Letters are recognised in the order most-confident first 

One way to enlarge the amount of data collected is to start from an initial (possibly 
small) corpus, manually transcribed by linguists and aligned towards the corresponding 
images of objects, to train on it the object identification (OI) and character recognition 
(CR) modules, which would then be run over a new collection of page scans. Given to 
human annotators to correct, the effort should be less than transcribing everything from 
scratch. Using repeatedly this bootstrapping strategy, the process of annotation should 
certainly be accelerated, since, for the next bunch of new pages, the accuracy of the 
OI&CR modules would be higher and, correspondingly, the correction effort should 
decrease.  

Another method we have thought about can be applied when the CR module 
is able to assign confidence scores to the recognised characters. The idea is to use a 
manually transcribed document (for instance, a PhD these in paleolinguistics) and to 
align the images of pages with the corresponding text, line by line. The process of 
alignment presupposes to segment the image of each page into lines and each line - into 
characters, then to apply the CR module to each identified line and to recognize the 
characters, in descending order of confidence, till we are still above some acceptable 
threshold. As such, some of the characters on the line will be decoded and some remain 
unknown. Following, the aligner should decide how much text from the transcribed file 
corresponds to the current line and how are these characters aligned with some 
corresponding objects from the image of the line. Once this alignment is done, all the 



 

unrecognised characters from the line now have a correspondent, the same as having 
been annotated manually, and the CR module can be retrained with some more data. 
Applying this strategy a number of times over a document, the CR module gets 
improved constantly. This strategy is under refinement and development right now. 

2.5 Acquisition of metadata 

This activity3 will add metadata to the ROCC corpus, therefore providing details about: 
year of document creation, the printing house (for prints) or the calligrapher (for uncials 
and manuscripts, if mentioned), the author, the translator, the place of publication or 
origin, the Romanian province this place belongs to, description of noise (through 
keywords: degraded pages, ink stains, creases, dirt, etc.), whether the document 
includes supra-linear, under-linear and/or marginal writing, if there is any critical 
edition of the text (with indication of source), level of processing complexity required 
(I, II, III), type of writing (p, u, m), level of annotation (o, g, t), etc.  

3 The technology 

3.1 How to Deal with Noise 

Filtering noise and artefacts, quite frequently present in original documents, is a 
challenging task. After a few attempts to build filters that would enhance the contrast 
and delete or subtract stains from the original scans, we decided to simply ignore them 
and let everything be done by the OI and CR neural networks modules. Much of the 
time, this happens the same way as we, humans, are able to still read a dirty page, 
without any preliminary cleaning. Deciphering old documents in conditions of noise 
can be achieved by training the NN modules to identify and then recognise characters 
on clean as well as on dirty pages and this is the strategy we employ now.   

3.2 Object Identification and Character Recognition Models 

In our experiments [17] we have used a combination between a statistical model, aimed 
at extracting features, and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture, aimed 
at discovering objects and at attributing meanings to them. For training the network, 
the hand annotated images of ROCC (the g components) as well as the aligned 
documents are being used.  

The models used to recognise objects from the print and uncial collections 
(ROCC-dwo, with d = I, II and III, and w = p, u) have had very promising results, but 
it may happen that deciphering objects in the manuscript collections (ROCC-dmo, with 
d = I, II and III), a task we didn’t approached yet, will necessitate a complete revision 
of the model, because the ligatures may induce difficult segmentation problems. 
 The detection of objects of type line and characters is performed by a Faster 
R-CNN algorithm composed of 3 deep neural networks (see Fig. 4). The cub on the 
bottom of the figure represents a Residual Network (ResNet) [9], which is fed with 
numerical information extracted from the image. Usually, in order to capture more 

 
3 Coding of metadata and its acquisition benefitted from the experience gained during the 
development of the CoRoLa corpus (Cristea et al., 2017). 



 

complex features from an image, data scientists use to stack more convolutional layers. 
The problem that arises when adding more depth to such networks is that, as the 
gradient is propagated backwards into the network, the repeated matrix multiplication 
makes it too small to still be significant. Thus, increasing network depth leads to the 
degradation of the performance. To solve this, ResNet poached an original idea 
published earlier [25], the Highway Network, introducing chains of shortcutted blocks 
called “identity shortcut connections'', which reproduce the weights over one or two 
layers (Fig. 5). The reason why ResNet is so powerful is that the shortcuts enable it to 
keep the depth of the network, thus exploiting the benefits that come along with that. 

 
Fig. 4: Flow for the OI + CR proposed solution (reproduced from [17]) 

Fig. 5: Skip-connection in ResNet (reproduced from [9]) 
The resulting features are shared by two other networks (see again Fig. 4). The Region 
Proposal Network (RPN) [20] is in charge of learning possible regions of interest that 
might contain relevant objects. In order to propose regions, the algorithm uses a sliding 
window over the feature map generated by the previous ResNet layer (Fig. 7). Each 
instance of the window is then fed into two sibling networks, one doing the regression 
that determines the box coordinates and one that classifies the box to see if the region 
is relevant or if it is part of the background. In order to accommodate objects of different 
shapes, Faster R-CNN uses k anchors for each sliding window. So, for each window 



 

the algorithm predicts 4k box coordinates and the classifier outputs 2k scores that 
suggest the likeliness that the window contains a relevant object or not. 

 Fig. 6: Sample of predicted bounding boxes: lines of text with the associated 
confidence scores (reproduced from [17]). 

Fig. 7: The region proposal network (reproduced from [20]) 
The third network of Fig. 4 (in the upper part) is a classifier that predicts what kind of 
object the proposed region contains. The feature map generated by the last layer of the 
ResNet is also shared with this network as it does the classification based on those 
features. The result of line segmentation for one page of text is shown in Fig. 6. Then, 
after cropping out the line, the same Faster R-CNN model is used to extract each letter 
appearing in the line and to classify it directly in the Latin Romanian alphabet.  



 

3.3 How to Segment Lines into Words?  

In old Cyrillic writings, words are rarely separated by any distinguishable spaces. 
Sometimes, one may find entire lines of text with no space whatsoever. Supposing each 
character in the original image of a line is decoded there still remains the issue of 
segmenting the string of Latin Romanian letters in words. In order to solve this 
problem, the last step in our workflow separates the string into words. To do so, a 
sequence-to-sequence approach [26] is used, more precisely an encoder-decoder 
model, which gets as input a sequence of letters and for each letter, it outputs one of 4 
classes: beginning of word (b), end of word (e), middle of word (m) and single character 
word (c). For example, given the string "Ilovedeeplearning", the encoder-decoder 
model will output the sequence "cbmmebmmebmmmmmme", making clear the words’ 
borders in the decoded string.  

For the time being no context is yet used to change the meaning of an 
ambiguous Cyrillic letter (examples are: Ѧ ѧ: ĭa/ ea; Ѳ ѳ: th, ft). When this will be 
done, we will have an automatic interpretative transcription process from images of 
pages containing Cyrillic Romanian into Latin Romanian (see, for instance, [4] for a 
study). The contextual models will use lexical information to maximise the recognition 
of characters in contexts and to decide on their values. The positioning parameters 
associated to objects (Table 1) will be used to correctly identify contexts. 

3.4 Lexical Clustering  

Our intention is to use n-gram and word distance models to cluster old word forms 
belonging to the same lemma and to the same part of speech (POS). For that, we intend 
to apply string kernels [11] and spectral clustering [19]. However, we stress that, as an 
immediate undertaking, we are not interested to build a diachronic paradigmatic model 
(which would suppose to be able to detect the implicit morphological information 
associated with any old word form of a verb, noun and adjective in their conjugation or 
declination, over different periods of time and, vice-versa, to recompose a word form 
from its lemma plus morphological data). In a first step it is sufficient if the flexed 
forms of the same lemma, found in a collection of old Cyrillic Romanian documents, 
are labelled as belonging to the same class. Therefore, we ignore whether the label of 
this class will be a pair <lemma, POS>. In a second step, the detected clusters should 
be aligned with dictionary entries of a thesaurus dictionary of the Romanian language 
(for example, eDTLR [8]).  
 To organise this work, we will collect and count all occurrences of word forms 
found in the Latin Romanian transcriptions of the original Cyrillic Romanian 
documents. This list of words, together with their frequencies, will form a vocabulary 
for old Romanian, which should be permanently updated. The development of 
vocabularies for old Romanian should be stratified for various periods, by using the 
chronology of original documents (indicated in metadata).  

At this moment it is worth mentioning that the first approaches that made use 
of a lexicon in order to enhance the decisions taken during the process of OCR were 
based on a combination between a multiple hidden Markov model and a lexicon 
organised as a tree [3]. The lexicon "drives" the recognition process: its words are 
encoded in a trie data structure, and recognition of a word image is done by searching 



 

in a lexicon trie for a path whose node characters yield the best match to the word 
image. 

3.5 The Iterative Training and Evaluation of OI and CR  

The reason for the rather sophisticated hierarchisation of the ROCC resource is that we 
want to perform an accurate evaluation of the technology. This section summarises the 
principal steps of this process.  

First, the OI&CR methods are trained on the manually annotated g sub-corpus 
of ROCC to localise lines on pages, characters on lines and to recognise their shapes. 
The trained collection of tools is called Iteration-I tools. To have a measure of the 
performance of Iteration-I tools, they have been evaluated, by using a 10-fold 
validation, against the corresponding sections of ROCC. We consider these results as 
the baseline of our research.  

Then this procedure will be repeated two more times, on larger and larger 
document collections. As mentioned already, at each iteration step, a new collection of 
unannotated documents will first be passed through the OI&CR technologies and, 
secondly, will be manually corrected for the disposal of objects and the actual values 
of characters. At the end of each iteration step, the union of the previous collection with 
the newly acquired collection will form the documents of the new corpus (gold files). 
Then, this enlarged g component of the corpus will be used to re-train and re-evaluate 
the OI&CR modules. 

The success or failure of the research endeavour will be estimated according 
to a combination of temporal, difficulty and writing criteria, as follows: for each of the 
7 historical period of 50 years, from the beginning of the 16th century till the middle of 
the 19th century, a random-per-difficulty-and-writing sample of 45 pages will be 
considered (5 p. for each of the levels I, II, and II and each of the writing types p, u, m). 
A <period, difficulty, writing> sample will be considered positive if 4 out of the 5 pages 
pass the test, and a test-page is passed if the error rate of recognition of isolated 
characters on that page is in the upper quarter of the state of the art. Out of the total of 
315 <period, difficulty, writing> samples (7 periods of 50-years each, multiplied by 45 
samples per period), we intend to obtain a minimal rate of 80% positive tests, i.e. 
minimum 252 pages.  

5 Applications 

5.1 Web Platform 

We are currently finishing the installation of a web platform4, to be used as a working 
space for teaching and research to all those interested in resources and technologies 
related to Romanian language. The Platform will be open for access to humanities 
people (philologists, linguists and paleolinguists, historians and archeologists), 
researchers or students, where they will find easy to operate applications allowing 
indexing, document retrieval, critical editing and cultural interpretation studies on the 

 
4 RLP-LeAL@ARFI-IIT - the Romanian Language Processing - Learning Algorithms 
Laboratory is a Platform developed by the Natural Language Processing team at ARFI-IIT.  



 

old and the contemporary Romanian language. Computational linguists will find 
theoretical and implementational support for NN methods applied to text processing 
and ready-made solutions together with their corresponding data sets. The ROCC 
resources and the technology we develop will be hosted by this platform.  

5.2 How to Develop a Lemmatizer for Old Texts? 

Finding lemmas of old words in context is of extreme importance in many linguistic 
researches. To take one example, consider only the index of a monumental work as is 
MLD [16], containing 5 historical editions of the Old and the New Testament in 
Romanian language, aligned at chapters and verses, commented and indexed. Only 
rudimentary computerised indexing methods have been employed for the creation of 
the index, and it is obvious that a lemmatization tool would have made this laborious 
work much easier. For the development of such a tool, multiple solutions can be 
envisioned. We discuss below some of them at an informative level.  
 It is known that a brute-force approach in developing a lemmatizer of a 
language is to exploit a large and complete linguistic database containing all flexed 
word forms together with their corresponding lemmas and part-of-speech tags. For an 
old language, usually this is not feasible, because such a database simply does not exist. 
But suppose a part of this database is still available. For instance, as seen already, the 
MLD index represents such a partial database, as lemmas of words occurring in at least 
one of the 5 editions of the Bible are paired with their POS categories and the occurred 
forms. Then, the challenge is to supply this data to a NN and to expect it will be able to 
determine the missing forms, the same way we, humans, are able to infer a flexed form 
we have never read or heard before because this word is similar in its conjugation or 
declination to other words we know about. And this happens because the language has 
its inner regularities, which are inventoried by grammarians and computational 
linguists in morphological paradigms (see for instance [27]).  

The problem if we want to follow this approach is that, very often, we don’t 
even have a complete set of forms of a word which can be considered representative 
for a paradigmatic class, out of which to infer the forms of the other members of the 
class. Instead, it is very probable that more members of the class are present in the set 
of examples, each contributing with instances for different morphological parameters5, 
such that the reunion of their forms actually cover or almost cover the paradigmatic set 
of parameters. We started to investigate this idea using a generative deep-learning 
model, adapted from the Variational Autoencoder architecture [13; 21].  
 Another way of doing the same thing is building from examples a trie 
representation of the sequence of letters making up the flexed forms of words (in the 
declination of nouns and adjectives and in the conjugation of verbs) belonging to a 
paradigmatic set. When more words that belong to the same paradigmatic set are added 
in the representation, it becomes more and more evident that a number of final nodes 
of the common trie (usually representing endings) are shared by more and more 
members of the class. But there must be something common also in the initial part 
(prefixes) of the words belonging to the same class, as their inflexional forms, 

 
5 We call a paradigmatic parameter, a set of morphological pairs attribute=value that characterise 
a form. In case of an adjective, for instance, one parameter could be the set: {gender=masculine, 
case=direct, number=singular, article=determinate}. 



 

manifested in their final positions, are similar for identical morphological parameters. 
Then, again, a NN should be able to learn these regularities and to infer whether a new 
word belongs to a paradigmatic class or another. When this issue is clear, then the 
lemma itself is picked up at a marked terminal node of the trie.  

 Finally, the third modality of inferring lemma that we want to investigate 
starts from the idea that the present-day language has many things in common with the 
old language. For instance, words like învăliia, încălziia, slujiia are old forms (y. 1688) 
of the verbs whose modem lemmas are înveli, încălzi, sluji, in the paradigmatic 
parameter {tense=imperfect, person=third, number=singular} and whose modern 
forms are, respectively, învelea, încălzea, slujea. As can be noticed, the old forms can 
all be obtained from the modern forms with the transformation iia => ea. So, we intend 
to pursue a transfer learning approach, by first training a deep-learning model on 
contemporary language and then adjusting the parameters of the trained model to fit 
with the old language in a separate training session. The old Romanian training set of 
word-lemma pairs was extracted from the UAIC-RoDia Treebank, a collection of 
separate phrases manually annotated for lemma, POS and dependency syntax [14]. 

5.3 Lexical and Semantic Analysis of the Romanian Language in its Evolution 

Throughout the history, Romanian language underwent changes that were influenced 
by various causes, including: significant historical events, like the unions of different 
provinces predominantly populated by Romanian-speaking people, West-European 
languages (French, Italian, English, etc.), very influential internationally at different 
moments, some East and South European languages (Bulgarian, Turkish, Russian), for 
reasons of temporal dominance, trade, migrations, etc. 

One important target of our long-term research is to discover new empirical, 
corpus-based, facts about the development of the Romanian language, over time and 
space. The diachronicity perspective should cover the centuries XVIth – XIXth (on 
which linguistic data is collected), while the synchronicity – the Romanian historical 
provinces: Moldavia, Bessarabia, Wallachia, Transylvania. The written vocabulary will 
be extracted from ROCC, and classified on these two coordinates. The activity aims at 
evidencing lexical, syntactic and semantic changes of Romanian over time and space, 
of special interest being the influence that the two historical acts of union6 had on the 
formation of modern Romanian. 

Lexical influences will be inventoried with the lexical distance, a measure 
described in [5], meant to quantify the divergence in the vocabularies of two corpora. 
Given two sets of words, A and B, the lexical distance, denoted \!is defined as: 

𝐴\!𝐵 = |𝐴\𝐵| + |𝐵\𝐴| (1) 
and the normalized lexical distance as:  

𝐷(𝐴, 𝐵) = "\!$
"∪$

  (2) 
Fig. 8 illustrates possible distances that can be computed between two vocabularies 
collected in two intervals of 30 years, before and after the union (Moldavia and 
Wallachia, in the figure). The first Union event (1859) is right on the edge when the 
Cyrillic script has been replaced by the Latin one, so the OI&CR technology described 

 
6 In 1859, Moldavia unifies itself with Wallachia, giving birth to Romania; in 1918, Bessarabia 
and Transylvania became also part of Romania.  



 

above should be applied to some of the original documents that will make up the 
research corpus.  

Fig. 8: Distances between vocabularies of Moldavia and Wallachia, before the Union (left side) 
and after the Union (right side) (reproduced from [5]) 

The first results show that after the 1859 Union the vocabularies in the two provinces 
came closer (d3 < d0), but also that the shift was smaller in Wallachia than in Moldavia 
(d5 < d4), which indicates that for that historical moment, the language in Wallachia 
was more stable than the one in Moldavia. Our first results rely on a quantitative 
analysis performed on the collection of all inflected forms found in our corpus, but we 
are aware that a more accurate analysis should use lemmas instead.  

The last years have been particularly munificent in models for the 
quantification of language semantics. Embedding techniques like word2vec [15], 
GloVe [18], Bayesian word embeddings [12] are able to discriminate changes of word 
semantics in the temporal vicinity of known historical events. Building separate word 
embeddings for each Romanian province and each historical period elapsed between 
two major union events could bring forward, by comparison, new and unexpected facts 
about causes which have driven the shape of our language as it is now. In order to 
compare word vectors from different embeddings care should be taken that the vectors 
are aligned to the same coordinate axes, because low-dimensional embeddings will not 
be naturally aligned due to the stochastic nature of embedding techniques. In particular, 
these methods may result in arbitrary orthogonal transformations, which do not affect 
pairwise cosine similarities between words from the same embedding, but will preclude 
comparison of the same word across different embeddings. Two embeddings should be 
aligned with the same vocabulary V, while preserving cosine similarities by optimizing 
a specific objective function, such that the solution to the optimization problem 
corresponds to the best rotational alignment (orthogonal Procrustes [23]) and the 
minimum itself can be viewed as a measure of the semantic distance between the 
languages represented by the two embeddings (see [5] for details). 

6  Conclusions 

Although the need to decipher old Cyrillic writings is not new, only recently computer 
scientists trust that their algorithms could help researchers working in paleolinguistics 
in a significant way. The advances done so far in OCR were primarily based on classical 
(image processing) approaches, known to be very hard to customize and generalise. As 
these systems are not prepared to handle noisy writings of old Cyrillic texts (deformed 



 

or dirty documents, combinations of text and figures, diversity of fonts, etc.) the OCR 
output needed a correction phase, manually operated by a human expert. OCR has made 
remarkable progress in the last decade, current systems almost reaching the 
performance of human readers who are ignorant of the target language. In particular, 
the character set of the Latin alphabet enjoys high recognition rates, but it decreases in 
the case of other scripts (among them – the Cyrillic [24]), especially when the alphabets 
are not standard.  

Recognition becomes even more problematic in the case of Cyrillic writing in 
diachrony, because of the diversity of fonts and the imperfection of printing equipment 
used. Moreover, the recognition of characters written by hand, even capitals and in 
isolation, because of their quasi-infinite variability, seemed until now a utopian 
undertaking. Today the situation has changed much for the better, but the existing 
recognition systems still disappoint the users. Fortunately, both the use of contextual 
information and training, as characterising expert human abilities, can be basically 
taken over by modern artificial intelligent techniques.  

Placed within this general setting, our endeavour is meant to advance the state-
of-the-art in deciphering old Cyrillic writings in Romanian language and transcribing 
them into the Latin script. This paper describes, rather informative, the research that we 
have started within a couple of PhD thesis and a project proposal. Although very at the 
beginning, the preliminary results we have obtained so far show that the models we 
have chosen for acquiring the training data and for realising the technology are adequate 
and we are on a promising way forward.   
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